SUMMARY. -That the church of New Testament times was essentially a local church is clearly indicated by the greeting of the Pauline letters. Nevertheless a number of methodological problems confront those who wish to study the phenomenon of the local church by means of an examination of the New Testament texts. A summary examination of 1 Thess, 1-2 Cor, Eph, and the Pastorals offers different insights into the variegated reality of the local church. The Johannine literature provides a still different point of view. Finally, in the summaries of the Acts of the Apostles, Luke provides his readers with an ideal portrait of the mother church, the local church at Jerusalem.
I N THE OPENING REMARKS of his plenary address during the 1981 Convention of the Catholic Theological Society of America, Raymond Brown noted that the category of "local church" is not easily applied to the New Testament. 1 On that occasion, Brown highlighted a number of ambiguities which confront the scholar who studies the topic of the local church in the New Testament. Not only because of the limitation of the available documentation, but also because of the complexity of the subject matter itself, these ambiguities necessarily remain with us. It is, 291 nonetheless, possible for us to get a few glimpses into some local churches of the first century, C.E.
THE EXISTENCE OF THE LOCAL CHURCH
From one point of view, the "local church" is a topic which must be addressed by the interpreter of the New Testament, especially by one who would make an exegesis of Paul's letters. With but two exceptions, each of the indisputably Pauline letters 2 is clearly addressed to a local church. The addressee of five of these letters (Rom, 1-2 Cor, Gal, Phil, 1 Thess, Phlmn) is identified as "church" {ekklësia), indeed a church which is specified by means of a local reference. Nonetheless there is considerable variety in the way in which the apostle designates his addressees. Four distinct patterns 3 may be identified, to which one may add the variant formula found in the greeting of Paul's letters to the Romans and to the Philippians.
The first pattern is found in 1 Thess 1:1, where Paul writes to a "church" which is doubly identified, first by reference to the inhabitants of a place, then by a theological reference. Thus we have : "to the church of the Thessalonians {të ekklësia Thessalonikeon) 4 in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." The second pattern is found in 1-2 Corinthians, where Paul writes to a church which is identified by means of its location in a given city. The formula consists of 1) the participle of the verb einai; 2) the preposition en ; and 3) the name of the city ; thus : "to the church of God which is at Corinth" (të ekklësia tou theou të ousë en Korinthô; 1 Cor 1 : 2, 2 Cor 1 : 1). A third pattern is found in the letter to the Galatians where Paul writes to the "churches" (in the plural) which are localized within a given area by means of a simple prepositional phrase (rather than a participial clause) ; thus, "to the churches of Galatia" 5 (tais ekklësiais tes Galatias) (Gal 1 :2). The fourth pattern is found in the letter to Philemon, addressed to three individuals and the church in a house : "To Philemon our beloved fellow worker and Apphia our sister and Archippius our fellow soldier, and the church in your house" (kai të kat'oikon sou ekklësia) (Phlmn 1-2). A fifth pattern, without an explicit use oï ekklësia, is found in Rom and Phil. In 2. That is Rom, 1-2 Cor, Gal, Phil, 1 Thess, Phlmn. 3. Even though the authentic Pauline letters offer more than one example of only the second (Ï-2 Cor) and fifth (Rom, Phil) patterns, one may legitimately speak of patterns because each of the different formulae clearly has the character of a literary formula. Moreover, within the deutero-Pauline literature, 2 Thess 1 : 1 follows the first pattern while Col 1 : 2 and Eph 1 : 1 follow the second pattern. The variant reading of some ancient manuscripts (notably p. 46 and the uncorrected Sinaiticus and Vaticanus codices) omit "at Ephesus" {en Ephesd) from Eph 1:1. The RSV translation of Eph follows this shorter reading. The incipits of the letters to the seven churches in the book of Revelation (Rev 2: 1, 8, 12, 18; 3 : 1, 7, 14) are modeled after the second pattern. The greeting of the Pastoral and Catholic epistles (with the exception of the metaphorical expression of 2 Jn 1) take their inspiration from elsewhere.
4. Comp "the church of the Laodiceans" {en të Laodikeôn ekklësia) in Col 4:16. 5. For the purposes of the present analysis it matters little whether "Galatia" designates the geographical area of the Roman province of Galatia or the territory of the ancient kingdom of Galatia. For the expression "churches of Galatia," see also 1 Cor 16: 1 (cf. 16: 19, "the churches of Asia." hai ekklësiai tes Asias).
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these letters Paul addresses a group of persons identified by an adjective and a participial clause which localizes the group, thus, "to all God's beloved in Rome" {pasin tois ousin en Rome agapêtois theou) (Rom 1:7) and "to all the saints in Christ Jesus who are at Philippi {tois ousin en Philippois) with the bishops and deacons" (Phil 1: 1). Thus, the addressees of all of Paul's authentic letters are identified by means of a local reference, but in two cases the addressees are not specifically designated as "church." The omission of "church" from the greeting of the letter to the Romans is understandable in that Paul had not as yet visited Rome at the time of the letter's composition and so had had no experience of the community's "assembly." The omission of "church" from the greeting of Phil does, however, seem to demand some explanation.
METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Since all seven of the certainly authentic Pauline letters are addressed to a community that is locally identified, it would seem legitimate to consider the concept of local church as at least applicable to the Pauline foundations. Yet even when one restricts one's vision to the Pauline witness, matters are not as simple as they might seem upon a first reading of the texts. First of all, the four patterns of designating the addressees as church, and with reference to a given location, differ from one another in such a way that one must ask if they reflect the same concept of church. The formula found in 1 Thess would seem to stress the gathering of the Christian assembly from among the population of Thessalonica 6 rather than its localization in Thessalonica per se. The emphasis is more on people than on place. The formula found in 1-2 Cor would seem to suggest the existence of a prototype of church which could then be (re)produced in Corinth. The formula found in Gal surely indicates that it was possible for more than one church to exist in a given area, and that some sort of interrelationship existed among the churches of the area. Finally, the formula found in Phlmn would suggest that the church was gathered in the home of its leading members. 7 Thus the greetings of Paul's letters would incline us to encompass under the single epithet "local church" a local assembly of people, an urban foundation, area churches, and a domestic church.
These various understandings of the "local church" show the complexity of the matter. Nonetheless the texts which have been adduced thus far are among the easiest to examine because of the use of specifically ecclesial terminology and explicit local designations in documents which are manifestly occasional writings and whose literary history is relatively simple. These texts seem to imply that for Paul "the church," though a somewhat equivocal notion, designates a fairly well-identified local community. The impression received from reading Paul's first written words (1 (1 Thess 2:14) . This expression anticipates the literary expression of the greetings of the Corinthian correspondence, with its three-part formula, and the notion of area churches suggested by the greeting of the letter to the Galatians. The notion that by the use of the term ekklësia Paul intended to identify certain locally-based groups is but slightly troubled by the fact that Paul passes easily from the plural use of the noun ekklësia in 1 Cor 14 : [33] [34] 9 to the use of the same noun in the singular number in v. 38.
Given the diversity of evidence offered by the greetings of Paul's authentic letters, it is indeed clear that to the extent that it is applicable at all to the Pauline communities, the notion of "local church" is equivocal rather than univocal. One might even suggest that the concept of "local church" is ambiguous with respect to the authentic Pauline corpus, all the while bearing in mind that the data provided by this corpus is amongst the clearest provided by the entire New Testament with respect to ecclesiological and sociological analysis which are the very types of analysis so important for a concrete and contemporary understanding of the local church.
When, moreover, one takes this diversity with the seriousness which it deserves one becomes immediately aware that one cannot simply speak of the "local church in the New Testament era." 10 The local churches of the New Testament era are pluriform u to such an extent that one ought to analyse each of the New Testament documents separately in order to elucidate what it reveals about the community to which it is addressed. The task that theoretically lies at hand, therefore, is to present some twenty-seven more or less singular visions of the local church reflected by the twenty-seven books of the New Testament.
Nevertheless a discussion of the complexity of the issue cannot stop with the reflection that one ought ideally to present twenty-seven different visions of the local 8. Similarly, but with a formulation that is similar to the pattern found in Gal 1 :2, Gal 1 : 22 "to the churches of Christ in Judea," literally "to the churches of Judea which (are) 294 church if one is to present the local church in the New Testament era. On the one hand, the matter is a bit less complicated insofar as certain analogies can be discerned -for example, among the Pauline communities. Moreover, one might make the analysis required with the help of the idea of a trajectory, 12 and speak of the Pauline, the Johannine, and perhaps the Lukan trajectory of the concept of the local church. The study of the Pauline trajectory of the local church would demand an analysis not only of the authentic Pauline letters, but also of the deutero-Paulines 13 and those other New Testament writings which have been influenced by Paul.
14 This is singularly important. Yet, such an analysis might so focus attention on the evolution of the concept of local church that it might diminish appreciation of each local community's self-understanding in and of itself.
While it might be possible to reduce the complexity of our quest by focusing our emphasis upon analogies and trajectories -albeit not without the possibility of some loss of nuance -the idea that one ought to present some twenty-seven different visions of the local church if one is to do justice to the idea of the local church in the New Testament era is entirely too simple. Some of the longer and more significant New Testament texts are the end result of a complex literary history. This is particularly true of the four gospels, Acts, and Rev. To evaluate these texts adequately, one must analyse them from the vantage points of source-and redactioncriticism. Diachronical analysis would provide insights into the local church not only at the level of the finished, fully edited, text, but also at the level of the source material used by a New Testament writer. 15 This type of analysis would be most significant for the Johannine material.
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Similarly useful for a study of the local ecclesiology of the Johannine corpus would be a distinction between the understanding of the local church within the community from which a New Testament writing emerges and the communitarian self-awareness held by those to whom the document is addressed. 17 Analogously one can distinguish between Paul's understanding of the local church and the ecclesial self-awareness of the communities to which he writes. 18 The distinction is especially 18. While there is little indication that the "opponents" of Paul in 1 Cor, 2 Cor, and Gal identified the group with which they were associated as a "church," it is certain that they envisioned a somewhat 295 important for those writings which have a polemical or admonitory nature, for instance, 1-2 Cor and Gal. In these instances we are dealing with a contrast of visions of the local church. Finally a distinction must be made between an ideal vision of the local church and the local church as it actually existed. This distinction is especially valuable when one studies the two-part Lukan work. The summaries in Acts which offer so many ecclesiological insights are the results of Luke's editorial work and more often than not represent his ideal ideation of the church rather than offer a description of a local church such as it existed at a given time.
The complexity of the ecclesial awareness evidenced by the various New Testament writings requires me to avoid a monolithic presentation of the local church in the New Testament era. To treat of the topic in such a way as to give due respect to the various facets which deserve attention is beyond the scope of a single essay. A book-length monograph is required in order that the analysis be adequate. As a result, I have chosen as a title of this article "Glimpses into Some Local Churches of New Testament Times." The title reflects not only the fact that I have consciously made a choice among those communities of believers whose existence is attested by the New Testament texts but also the fact that my insights are necessarily presented in rather cursory fashion.
THE CHURCH OF THE THESSALONIANS
One should begin at the very beginning, with a local community established within a generation of the death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. The church of the Thessalonians established as a result of the preaching of Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy at Thessalonica is such a community. Assuredly this church was not the first local church, 19 but it is the church about which we have the oldest documentary evidence.
20 Moreover Paul's first letter to the Thessalonians was written within a relatively short time after the foundation of the church and offers some information about the foundation of the church as well as about its life in the year 50 A.D. Although Luke's description of the foundation of the church in Thessalonica (Acts 17: 1-9) points to the preaching of Paul in the synagogue as the origin of this Christian community and identifies Jesus' Messiahship as the focal point of the Pauline proclamation, 21 neither this situation nor that focus is particularly highlighted cohesive group whose profile would be somewhat other than the profile urged by Paul. I would not be inclined to state that the opponents had a naive understanding of church because they seem to have had a distinctive and reflective consciousness of the nature of the "Christian community." 19. 1 Thess 2:14 indicates that other churches antedated the church of the Thessalonians with the result that the latter could imitate the former. The reference to these earlier churches is found in a passage whose authenticity is disputed by some authors. 296 by Paul's own reflection on the foundations of the church of the Thessalonians. The community seems to have been largely drawn from among Hellenistic pagans ; 22 Paul's proclamation seems to have focused upon the Lordship of Jesus. 23 The origin of the community is nonetheless related to the proclamation of Paul and his companions at Thessalonica. The church originates in the work of the Spirit since Paul specifically attributes both the proclamation (1 Thess 1: 5) and the acceptance of it (1 Thess 1 :6) to the work of the Spirit. The Thessalonian church is a spiritendowed community. It is the God-given spirit which is the enabling force 24 of the characteristic way of life of the Thessalonian Christians (1 Thess 4: 8). Moreover the Thessalonian church is one which has to deal concretely with the phenomenon of Spirit-inspired prophecy within it (1 Thess 5 :19-21). It may be a bit anachronistic to identify the church at Thessalonica as a charismatically ordered community, but there is no doubt that it is a charismatic community.
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If a community can be described as a group of persons bound together by a set of permanent relationships such as to provide a sense of distinctiveness and a sense of identity the church of Thessalonica fully merits the qualification of community. Four types of relationships provide the community with its distinctive identity. Phenomenologically, the community at Thessalonica is in relationship with other Christians. The community has been called into existence by means of its acceptance of the proclamation of Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy (1 Thess 2:13; see vv. 7, 11). Paul continues to maintain a relationship of some authority with regard to the Thessalonian community. Paul and his companions, moreover, share a common faith with the Thessalonians. 26 In addition, the community enjoys and has followed the example of earlier Christian communities (1 Thess 2:14). It shares with the communities a common faith whose essential content is summed up in the very different credal formulae found respectively in 1 :10, 4:14, and 5 :9-10. Finally, it would appear that the Thessalonian Christian community functions as an examplar for other Christian communities to such an extent that one can consider the announcement of the successful evangelization of the Thessalonian to be a constituent element of the Pauline kerygma. 
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Sociologically, the Christian community at Thessalonica is manifestly aware of its distinction from other, non-Christian, groups. This distinction comes to its fullest expression in 4: 12 where Paul concludes his paraenesis with a statement of purpose : "so that you may command the respect of outsiders (tous exo), and be dependent on nobody." The outsiders (hoi exo) are those at Thessalonica from whom the Thessalonian Christians consider themselves distinct. That the Thessalonian Christians were aware of their specific identity over and against others is intimated even earlier in the letter. In the wish prayer of 1 Thess 3: 11-13, Paul speaks of the Thessalonians' "love for one another and for all men" (té agapë eis allëlous kai eis pantas, v. 12.) thereby distinguishing those bound to "one another" from all the rest. In similar fashion, Paul distinguishes the Thessalonians from "the heathen who do not know God" (ta ethnë ta më eidota ton theon, 4:5) as he also apparently distinguishes them from the rest who have no hope (hoi loipoi hoi meechontes elpida, 4: 13). In fact the theological characterization of the church in 1 :1 already sets off the Thessalonian Christians from other assemblies.
Distinct from other groups, the Thessalonian Christians are bound to one another by an internal cohesiveness. These bonds can be summed up in the "love of the brethren" about which Paul professes no need to write (4:9). Love by the members of the community for one another is a distinctive mark of the Thessalonian Christian community. In three different descriptions of the life situation of the Thessalonian Christians Paul focuses on love (1: 3 ; 3 : 6 ; 4 : 9-10). Moreover the love that the Christians extend to one another is a focus of Paul's wish prayer (3 : 12) and an object of his eschatological paraenesis (5 : 8). Although directed primarily to one another (eis allelous), it nonetheless extends to members of the brotherhood beyond the local community at Thessalonica (see 4: 10), indeed to all men (3 : 12). The bonds which bind the Thessalonian Christians to one another are called Philadelphia. The terminology suggests that the Thessalonian Christian church might be called a "brotherhood." 28 The metaphorical use of such terminology belongs to the common register of religious language. Within Judaism and among the pagans, groups of similar religious suasion identified themselves as brothers. In the first letter to the Thessalonians, proportionately more so than in any of his subsequent letters, Paul addresses those to whom he writes as "brothers."
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Theologically the church of the Thessalonians was "in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ" (1: 1). It was the result of divine election (1:4). Election was concretized in the proclamation of Paul and his companions. The God who chooses is also the God who calls, the God who is faithful, and the God who gives his Holy 28. Although Philadelphia is usually rendered "brotherly love," the terminology itself is gender neutral as far as the humans involved are concerned. Hence the term might be translated "sibling love." However, the use of "brotherhood," apparently sexist language, is dictated by Paul's use of adelphoi throughout the letter (1:4; 2: 1, 9, 14, 17; 3 :2, 7 ; 4: 1, 6, 10, 13; 5: 1,4, 12, 25, 26, 27). The use of this vocable, in the vocative, should not be so construed as to suggest that the church of the Thessalonians consisted of males only. 29. The term suggests not only the links which bound the Thessalonian Christians to one another, but also the special relationship that existed between Paul and those whom he called "brethren."
298 Spirit. Thus God who called the church into existence is a God who both demanded that and ensured that the church would show forth its belonging to him, its "holiness." Although Paul did not call the church of the Thessalonians the people of God, his choice of the term "church" to describe a Gentile Christian foundation indicates that it could be understood against the horizon of the gahal Yahweh, the idealized community of the Exodus which first merited the qualification ekklesia. In a sense, then, this church of radically new beginnings 30 is a church which stands nonetheless in continuity, at least so it was perceived by Paul and his companions, with Israel of old. Yet it was a community which awaited the coming of the Lord Jesus. An almost anxious expectation of the Parousia pervades the entire first letter to the Thessalonians and conveys the impression that the Thessalonian church was well aware of its eschatological condition. Indeed it was aware that it existed in a decisive era, the eschatological moment, because it had already begun to experience eschatological affliction (3:3). Eschatological awareness was a key feature in the self-understanding of the Thessalonian church. 31 The use of technical terminology and striking metaphors to describe the church of the Thessalonians is noticeably absent from Paul's first letter. 32 The sole term which falls into the former category is the name "church" itself. Appropriated from the mother church at Jerusalem, the term, as used by Paul in 1 Thess, continues to evoke the notion of an assembly. The Thessalonian church was assembled for the hearing of the proclamation ; it was assembled again for the reading of Paul's letter. The liturgical greeting with which the letter begins is an indication of the fact that the letter was read in a quasi-cultic setting.
33 Does that mean that 1 Thess served as a prelude to the synaxis, as some authors would hold? 34 The evidence is too meager to allow for a decision on this issue but there can be no doubt that the church assembled to hear the word of God which it had received from Paul, both orally and by letter. As there are no explicit references to the eucharistie celebration in 1 Thess, so there are no explicit baptismal references. Some authors believe that a baptismal catechesis lies behind the eschatological paraenesis of 5: 1-11. 35 The position is not to be Paul's first letter does not state where it was that the church assembled. However it does indicate that there was a ministry of service and leadership which was exercised within the community: "But we beseech you, brethren, to respect those who labor among you and are over you in the Lord and admonish you" (5: 12). As the letter continues, Paul exhorts the Thessalonian Christians to "admonish the idlers, encourage the fainthearted, help the weak, be patient with them all" (v. 14). These two exhortations indicate that the members of the Thessalonian church were called to care for the community. By exercising their respective ministries of service, the Thessalonians were "building up" the church. Among them one group had the special function of caring for the community, 37 but there was not a distinction between higher and lower officers, nor between helpers and leaders. All were to be involved in the function of building up the church.
THE CHURCH AT CORINTH
Some four or five years after he wrote his first letter, Paul wrote a letter to the Corinthians in which he translates his theology into an illumination of the existence of the church and of the individual Christians within it. It is the real life situation of the church, fractured and torn asunder by an enthusiastic movement, which prompted the letter. To a large extent the epistle is Paul's response to the situation at Corinth such as it has been described to him ; to an equally large extent the letter consists of a series of responses to specific questions coming from the division-torn Corinthians.
Although divisions exist within the church at Corinth, the church -and it is significant that Paul uses the singular to address the divided group -is well aware of its distinct identity. The church at Corinth, like that of the Thessalonians, is addressed as "brothers" 38 but the church is also qualified as "the saints" {hoi hagioi) in the very greeting of the letter. 39 While this language identifies the church at Corinth as belonging to God, a point that Paul wishes to underscore in the letter as he attempts to show that belonging to the church implies an allegiance to God which transcends any merely human allegiance, it also sets the church at Corinth off from those who are not to be numbered among the elect. Those Paul often alludes to his own relationship to the church in Corinth, most significantly in 1 Cor 3:5-17, 45 a passage in which Paul strikingly uses two traditional metaphors to describe the situation of the church. The first metaphor is that of the field (geôrgion), planted by Paul but watered by Apollos. Nonetheless the growth that takes place is twice referred to God. The double-mention of God in vv. 5-6 rules out any self-glorification on the part of Paul and Apollos, 46 and prepares the way for Paul's affirmation that the church is God's field (v. 9) The second metaphor is that of the building (theou oikodome). Paul affirms that he has laid the foundation like the skilled builder (hos sophos architekton themelion eîhëkà). The accent, however, lies on God since the building belongs to God and Paul has laid the foundation "according to the grace of God given to me" (kata ten charin tou theou ten dotheisan moi, v. 10). Paul, moreover, emphasizes that he himself is not the foundation by his forthright affirmation that Jesus Christ is the foundation (v. 11). Although the language is metaphorical it is clear that Paul is at once affirming his own authority with regard to the Corinthian church and recalling his foundational activity with regard to it. The activity by which he founded the community was his proclamation of the Gospel, a proclamation whose object was the crucified Christ. Paul is, moreover, insistent on distinguishing his proclamation of the gospel as the foundational element in the life of the church at Corinth from his occasional baptismal activity.
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After describing the church at Corinth as a field and as a building, Paul adds a third metaphor, that of the temple. The church is God's temple {naos theou, v. 16).
48
The metaphor is new insofar as the notion is no longer that of God's building but that of his indwelling. By means of a statement phrased in the form of a sentence of holy law (v. 17a), Paul has emphasized his radical eschatological understanding of the community. 
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Paul's proclamation but also insofar as the Spirit is the principle of church order within the community. In several different ways the first letter to the Corinthians focuses upon the idea that the church is the work of the Spirit of God.
It is, of course, preeminently in chapters 12-14 49 where the topos is ta pneumaîika that the role of the Spirit in the building up of the Church 50 comes most clearly to the fore. These three chapters offer the most extensive exposition on the spiritual gifts in the entire New Testament. While proper exegesis of the three chapters would take us far beyond the purposes of the present essay, the Pauline emphasis clearly lies as much upon the diversity of charisms as upon their common source and common purpose. The diversity of charisms is manifest when one considers that in chapter twelve Paul gives three lists of charisms, respectively containing nine (vv. 7-10), eight (v. 28) and seven (vv. 29-30) gifts. Nonetheless the total number of different gifts cited by the apostle in these lists is only thirteen. There are only three gifts which appear on all three lists.
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On the other hand Paul repeatedly emphasizes that these several gifts are manifestations of the same Spirit. The one Spirit is the source of the various gifts. Among the gifts charity enjoys primacy insofar as it is the fundamental gift of which the other gifts are so many diverses expressions. Thus the charisms which are phenomenologically characterized by their diverse manifestations are as one in their source as well as in their purpose. That purpose is the building up of the Church as the body of Christ. Indeed the essential principle of church order in 1 Cor would seem to be charismatic unity in diversity. As a matter of fact each member of the Corinthian community can accurately be described as a charismatic since "the Spirit apportions to each one individually as he wills" (12: 11).
Paul takes pains to emphasize the complementarity of the several charisms, and is loathe to rank one charismatic gift above another. He is especially concerned with placing the highly esteemed gift of tongues in a perspective such that its complementarity to other gifts and its subordination to the upbuilding of the church can be appreciated. In the second of the three lists (i.e. v. 28) Paul suggests a hierarchy of charisms as he enumerates apostles, prophets, and teachers. The primacy of the apostolate is almost self-evident 52 insofar as it is the charism of founding a church, yet the apostolate is not cited in the first of Paul's lists (vv. 7-10) where Paul specifically reflects on the charisms enjoyed by members of the Corinthian community. The second of the enumerated charisms is prophecy. Since this charism was also extant in the community of Thessalonica 53 and is cited by Paul's disciple in Eph 4:11 one might conclude that the presence of a charismatic prophet was a feature of the Pauline foundations.
In Paul's vision the unity of the church at Corinth ultimately results from the Spirit. While the Spirit is the foundation of the Church's unity, it is obviously not the only unifying factor. One must also affirm that the Corinthians' espousal of monotheism 54 is a constitutive element of the unity which ought to obtain among them. There is "one God," who inspires the charisms in each one. The Christian community at Corinth had appropriated Jewish monotheism, indeed in such a way that the community would be recognized as "the church of God," reflecting the biblical designation of Israel as the assembly of Yahweh (gahal Yahweh). The unity of the church is also rooted in its acceptance of Jesus as (only) Lord. The acclamation that "Jesus is Lord" (1 Cor 12:3) proceeds from the lips of spirit-endowed Christians as does the traditional plea, Marana tha, "Come, Lord" (1 Cor 16:22). The foundational gospel which Paul preached had Christ crucified as its object.
Some authors maintain that it is misunderstanding of the resurrection of Jesus which stood at the root of the troubles which disturbed the Corinthian communities. Paul explicitly responds to that issue in chapter 15 which he opens with a reminder of a traditional credal formula. The common tradition, focusing principally upon the death and resurrection of Jesus, was another unifying factor for the Corinthian Christians. The commonly held tradition also conveyed the memory of a meal which Jesus had celebrated with his disciples. Explicit references to this meal, the kuriakon deipnon (1 Cor 11: 20) are found only in 1 Cor 11:17-34 and 10:14-22. Paul cites the Eucharistie tradition in order to address certain conflicts which had arisen within the church. 55 The conflicts attest to a manifest social disparity among the Corinthian community. Paul brings forward the Eucharistie as a ritually enacted plea for unity within the community because he sees the supper as "a ritual of solidarity." 56 The ritual keeps in mind the memory of the death of Jesus, 57 which also functions as one of the central motifs of the rite of baptism. Allusions to baptism abound in 1 Cor 1-4, where the presence of the formulaic "in the name of" suggests that this language was not only commonplace in Christian worship but also key to the baptismal ritual itself.
Two other features of the church at Corinth deserve mention even in a presentation as brief as this. The one is the Christian ethos to which Paul appeals 53 throughout the letter. It is indicative that Paul appeals to the beginnings, his proclamation of the gospel and their baptism, as he makes his appeals. In his reflections on porneia and the settling of disputes in chapters five and six it is clear that Paul expects both that the Christians at Corinth maintain certain standards of conduct and that the assembly itself deal with violations of these standards as they arise. 58 It is the nature of the community as such which dictates thai porneia should be banished from its midst 59 and that judicial disputes be settled among the brethren.
These standards are not only incumbent upon the church at Corinth, for Paul had sent Timothy to the Corinthians to remind them of his ways in Christ, "as I teach them everywhere in every church" (kathôs pantachou en pasê ekklësia didaskô, 1 Cor 4:17). Similarly, Paul cites not only his own practice but also the practice of the churches of God as he offers his advice on the matter of a woman's head covering during worship. "We recognize," he says, "no other practice, nor do the churches of God" {hêmeis toiautên sunêtheian ouk echomen oude hai ekklêsiai tou theou, 1 Cor 11:16).
If a common ethos characterizes the several churches of God, a special bond of solidarity exists between the church at Corinth and the mother church of Jerusalem. Hence the contribution for the saints (of Jerusalem), collected on the first day of the week (1 Cor 16:2). The collection had social and theological significance, summarized by Keith Nickle 60 as an act of Christian charity among fellow believers motivated by the love of Christ, an act expressing the solidarity of the Christian fellowship by presenting irrefutable evidence that God was calling Gentiles to faith, and an eschatological pilgrimage of the Gentile Christians to Jerusalem by which the Jews were to be confronted with the undeniable reality of the divine gift of saving grace to the Gentiles and thereby be themselves moved through jealousy to finally accept the gospel. In sum, the church at Corinth was not an isolated phenomenon ; it was not an entity until itself.
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On the other hand -and this is the second additional feature which deserves mention -the church at Corinth was characterized by an organic unity. The very use of the body-of-Christ imagery, a metaphor whose Corinthian configuration drew from the Hellenistic use of the similitude, the Hebraic notion of corporate personality, and the Christian practice of the Eucharistie, 62 suggests that the type of unity which Paul envisioned for the Christians at Corinth was an organic one. Paul's emphasis on the ultimate unity and complementarity of the different charisms enjoyed by the members of the community makes the same point.
These members "assemble as a church" (sunerchomenôn hûmôn en ekklêsia, 1 Cor 11:17). Paul had taught in houses and had baptized households. 63 It was Christian households which provided support for itinerant Christian missionaries. The incipit of the letter to Philemon acknowledges the existence of a household church 64 as does the finale of the first letter to the Corinthians, where Paul extends greetings on the part of the church in the house of Aquila and Prisca (1 Cor 16:19). According to Werner Vogler, it was the household church which provided the basic structure of the early Christian communities in Judea and Galilee. The house church was the locus of Christian initiation, the assembly place for the Eucharist, prayer, and catechesis, a locale for Christian fellowship, a base and support for missionthe basic cell indeed of the Christian church.
Jewish domestic synagogues in the Diaspora provided a model for the establishment of the house church by the Christian missionary movement. The household provided a strong analogue for the ekklësia itself. Indeed the diffusion of household codes throughout the New Testament would seem to indicate that the household was a key element in ecclesial structuring. 66 The number of Christians who could gather in a single house was necessarily quite limited. Thus the house church as the basic unit of Christian organization would seem to have had a limited membership. 67 In such circumstances it is not unlikely that in some of the larger cities there may have existed more than one house church. 68 The existence of several different house churches in the cosmopolitan community at Corinth might have had a considerable role to play in the disturbance which existed among the Christians of the city. Nonetheless it is also quite likely that in the larger cities where there existed several Christian house churches at least some of these assembled together from time to time. Indeed Gaius, 69 Christian patron, and host to Paul, seems to have welcomed more than one house church in his home (Rom 16: 23).
THE SAINTS WHO ARE AT EPHESUS
The existence of the house church in the Pauline foundations is a reality to which a fair amount of contemporary scholarly interest has been devoted. 70 The phenomenon deserves ample consideration in any exposition of the local church during New Testament times. It is only our interest in obtaining glimpses as diverse as possible into the local churches of that era which allows us to abandon the topic of the house church in order to take a peak at the local church through the eyes of authors who have written other works which lie within the Pauline ambit, namely, the letter to the Ephesians and the Pastoral epistles. These documents deserve special consideration since they are the texts which proportionately give the church the greatest preponderance of topical consideration within the entire Pauline collection. Nonetheless their respective points of view differ considerably from one another.
The ecclesial interest of the letter to the Ephesians is evident at the close of the first chapter (Eph 1: 22-23) when the author of the letter uses ekklësia to denote the people of God, hitherto indicated by the first person plural and the adjectival noun hagioi ("saints"). 71 Among exegetes it is commonly accepted that with the use of the term ekklësia the author of Eph primarily intended to designate the universal church. Nonetheless the document is intended for a local community and what is said about the universal church also has applicability to the local community.
If there is a universal role attributed to the church in Eph it devolves upon the church as servant, i.e. insofar as it is to make manifest the presence of the loving and powerful God. This role is explicitly attested in Eph 3 : 10 where the unparalleled phrase, "through the church" (dia tes ekklësias) indicates that the church's function is to take up and extend Christ's prophetic ministry. Indeed the author of Ephesians uses the language of growth (only) with regard to the church since the church exists for the glorification of God and the revelation of his active presence in the world.
If the use of language which was later appropriated by the Christian tradition is not totally anachronistic, then one might affirm that the author of Eph has a sacramental vision of the church. Not only does he use the image of the body to describe the church, but he also indicates that the church is dependent upon Christ as the head is dependent upon the body, according to the typical physiological understanding of antiquity. As Christ's body, the church is Christ's self-manifestation. It is "in Christ Jesus" (en Christô Iësou, Eph 2:13) that the church "happens." The union between Christ and the church is likewise expressed in the liturgical formula found at 3 :20-21, "... to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus (en të ekklësia kai en Christô Iësou) for all generations." 72 Nonetheless the church and Christ are not simply to be identified with one another as the image of Christ as bridegroom and the church as bride in Eph 5 : 25-32 indicates. 73 The church is, however, not an amorphous grouping. The letter's patronymic Paul, 74 incorporated within the first person plural of the letter's later verses, retains his individuality over and against the other members of the church, as we see, for example, in the Pauline prayer of 1:13-23. Singularly important are the apostles and prophets who serve as the foundation of the church (Eph 2:20). In 1:11-13 it is clear that "we" is contrasted with "you." The historic distinction between Jew and Gentile, now reconciled in Christ Jesus, remains recognized even within the context of their reconciliation. 75 In the words of Markus Barth, "the 'one new man' is by origin and constitution a community of several persons. He is not an individual, or a conglomeration of identical individuals. He is an organic body consisting of distinct members, not an amalgamation ; a social structure, not a shapeless mass." 76 Indeed the social status of the members of the community is even reinforced by their being "in Christ" as the household code of Eph 5 :22-613 clearly indicates. The organic constitution of the church is Christ-endowed. The ministries within the church are given by Christ : "grace was given to each of us according to the measure of Christ's gift" (eni de hekastô hêmon edothë hë charts kata to metron tes dôreas tou Christou, Eph 4:7). In this respect the ministry of the postulated Paul serves somewhat as a paradigm. The author writes : "you have heard of the stewardship of God's grace that was given to me for you" (tën oikonomian tes charitos tou theou tes dotheises moi eis humas, Eph 3 : 2). It is, of course, Eph 4:11-13 which serves as the locus classicus for the letter's exposition of church order. 77 Its disquisition on the charisms is dependent upon Paul's own statements on the subject, yet there are some differences with regards to the specifics of the respective expositions. One should certainly note that the four or five ministries cited in 4: 11 are enabling ministries : i.e. that they enable all and each of the saints to fulfill the task which is theirs. In this way the church fulfills its task and attains to the goal set out for it (4 : 12). Mention of this goal, as the earlier remark apropos the growth of the church, brings to mind that the author of Ephesians has an eschatological vision of the church. In order for the church to be God's house, God's temple, it is dependent upon the future gift and work of Christ.
The language which describes the church as "a holy temple in the Lord" (naon hagion en kuriô, Eph 2:21) belongs to the cultic register. While Ephesians does not provide its reader with an order of worship, it is clear that it is replete with liturgical allusions. 78 Beyond the already mentioned prayer in 1 :13-23 and the liturgical fragment of 3 :20-21, I will mention only three additional elements among the many that could be cited. First of all, the outside verses of 3 : 13-18 contain terms denoting liturgical assembly in such a manner that a liturgical setting forms an inclusio for the entire pericope. Its content focuses upon the theme of Jesus as high priest and victim in a fashion not entirely dissimilar to that of Heb. Secondly, in 5: 18-20 the vocal outpourings of the community gathered in assembly, their "psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs" {en psalmois kai humnois kai ôdais pneumatikais, 5:19) are attributed to the Spirit as to their source. Although addressed to the Lord, they have ostensibly an intramural purpose insofar as they are addressed to another. Thirdly, the letter to the Ephesians makes several allusive references to baptism. That there is but one baptism appears in the credal recollection of Eph 4: 3. While one must see in 5 : 26-27 metaphorical reference to nuptial rites, allusions to Christian baptism cannot be summarily dismissed from the epistle's perspective. 79 Finally in Eph 6: 10-16 one can discern some elements of a baptismal catechesis.
If Eph provides the discerning reader with some glimpses into church order and worship among the Christians of first century Ephesus, it also provides some traces of credal formulae, principally in 4: 4-6. It is probable that the author of Eph himself compiled the credal elements that are found in sequence in this passage. The language of v. 6 is traditional, ultimately reflecting the Jewish shema (Deut 6: 4-6). In context, however, the unity of God -albeit a traditional motif -receives singular emphasis insofar as unity is the attribute underscored by the author in his citation of the other credal elements. In the author's vision it would appear that the unity of God provides the basis of motivation for the unity of the church.
Still another aspect of the view of the local church provided by Eph that needs mention is that of its distinctive ethos. The exhortation of 5:3-5 suggests that not only must a distinction be made between good and evil deeds, but also that the life of the saints is different from those who have no share in the inheritance of the 78. Barth seems almost to suggest that it is the church's function of worshipping God which comes to the fore as one concentrates on the ecclesiology of Eph. Summarizing the letter's teaching, he states : "The church's function is now described not only in terms of its worship of God, its service to its members, and its mission among Jews and Gentiles". See M. BARTH, Ephesians 1-3, p. 33. kingdom. The idea of a difference in conduct comes to even clearer expression in the paraenesis of 5: 15, "Look carefully then how you walk, not as unwise men but as wise." 80 The household code of 5 : 23-6:9 suggests at least that there is a Christian motivation for fulfilling ethically the responsibilities of one's social function. Finally in 4:2-3 the author of Ephesians cites what have been described as the "six constituents for the common life," to wit, "lowliness and meakness, with patience, forbearing one another in love, eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace." THE PASTORALS Situated at another point, or points, on the Pauline trajectory are the Pastoral epistles. Pseudonymous, they are presumably addressed to the leaders of church communities in Ephesus and Crete and can therefore be presumed to offer much by way of reflection on the local church. For almost two centuries these three letters, 1-2 Tim, Ti, have been described as "the pastoral epistles" because they are ostensibly addressed to pastors offering them apostolic advice as to how they should conduct their respective pastoral ministries. While there are obviously differences among the three letters, even differences bearing upon the topic of this paper, they can be grouped together because of their manifest similarities and their common theme which is none other than church order.
As a point of departure, we can take the "word concerning the church" 81 in 1 Tim 3 :14-16. The pericope speaks of "the household of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and bulwark of the truth" (v. 15). Reflecting the terminology of fixed liturgical language, possibly of a Jewish-Hellenistic type, the fragment designates the assembly itself as "the household of God," but does not further exploit the metaphor. Instead it extols the church by expressing the idea that the tradition, which is the mystery of our religion, is expressed and exercised in the liturgy.
Indeed liturgy and tradition are two of the principal concerns of the Pastorals. In them Paul is cited as the authoritative figure for the correct celebration of the liturgy. 82 Timothy, his presumed successor, is charged with responsibility for the public reading of the Scriptures and for preaching. Real widows are exhorted to continue in supplications and prayers. It is, nonetheless, in 1 Tim 2:1-15 that the Pastorals liturgical concern receives concerted attention. Gottfried Holtz interprets vv. 1-7 as a "eucharistie prayer."
83 Stated as such, his view seems to me to attribute a 309 precision which the text itself does not warrant, yet it is clear that the passage reflects liturgical traditions and offers norms for worship. Among others, two points can be singled out for specific mention, namely, the respective roles attributed to men and women in the Christian liturgical assembly, and the fact that correct prayer must have a universal reference. With the exhortation "that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanks-givings be made for all men, for kings and all who are in high positions, that we may lead a quiet and peacable life, godly and respectful in every way" (vv. 1-2), the author banishes a gnosticising exclusivism as an authentic form of Christian prayer.
As for the tradition of the church, the Pastorals' concern for sound teaching is underscored by the frequently repeated formula, "This saying is sure" (pistos ho logos)}* Thereby the letters concern for orthodoxy is indicated. According to the vision expressed in the Pastorals it is Paul, the apostle par excellence, who serves as the guarantor of the soundness of church doctrine. From the way in which the Pastorals treat the figure of Paul one gathers the impression not only that the church is an apostolic foundation but also that it is of the essence of the church to faithfully transmit apostolic teaching. This concern receives expression in the author's formulation of traditional teaching and his portrayal of the figures of Timothy and Titus, described as the "children" of Paul 85 and charged with responsibility for handing on his teaching. Indeed the ministry of teaching 86 seems to be preeminent among the tasks of the pastors of the church.
That task is, however, not their only one. The recipients of the letters have responsibility for church order. In this regard we must not only consider the pastors' responsibility for liturgical order and community structures and institutions but also the fact that they are urged to maintain a Christian ethos within the community. Three passages can be cited to illustrate the point. In the pericope on widows, 1 Tim 5:3-16, the author writes of "growing wanton against Christ" and "giving the enemy occasion to revile the church" and cites "gadding about from house to house," "being a busy body," and "being idle" as cases in point while he extols hospitality and works of service as recognizable good deeds. In Ti 2: 1-10 there is a socially organized paraenesis, where moral exhortation is directed respectively to older men, older women, young women, young men, and slaves, a curious order which nonetheless reflects the diverse membership of the church. Finally, in Ti 3: 10-11 there appears a summary of a disciplinary procedure to be exercised in the case of a man who is causing problems. 87 When the commentators cite church order as the main theme of the Pastorals, more often than not they focus their attention on those passages in the Pastorals which focus on church order in a narrow, almost canonical sense, namely organization, ministry, 88 and succession in ministry. 89 These topics come readily to mind because of the extensive passages on bishops (1 Tim 3 :1-7), deacons (1 Tim 3 : 8-13), elders (1 Tim 5 :17-21), and widows (1 Tim 5 : 3-16) in the first letter to Timothy, the longest of the three Pastorals. To a large extent these passages highlight the qualifications of those in ministerial positions within the church, specifically "bishops" and "deacons", but they also focus on their responsibilities. Each of these passages deserves extensive comment but the purposes of the present exposition cause me to limit my remarks to but four reflections. First of all, there is not adequate distinction between bishops and elders. If the offices are not identical, they at least overlap. 90 Secondly, provision is made for the support of and respect due to elders. Thirdly, 1 Tim 3:11 seems to indicate the presence of female deacons in the local community. 91 Fourthly, the detail of the author's instructions on widows may indicate that the enrollment of widows was a relatively new institution at Ephesus. 92 From time to time the Pastorals mention prophecy and prophets, thereby indicating that charismatic function was not absent from a church that was becoming relatively well-recognized. Among the somewhat ambiguous references to prophets are 1 Tim 1 : 18 and 4: 14 where prophetic utterance seems to have had a role in Timothy's "ordination." 93 The ritual gesture used was that of a laying on of hands. While this gesture is attributed to the council of elders in 1 Tim 4:14, it is restricted to Paul in 2 Tim 1 : 16. This latter passage may well be an example of the apostolic reductionism which characterizes the Pastorals in so many different ways.
JOHN
While the Johannine trajectory within the New Testament is quite distinct from the Pauline one, the difference is easily recognized when one looks first to the Pastorals and then to the Fourth Gospel in order to get a glimpse at the local church. While the Pastorals evidence a relatively high degree of church organization, quite the opposite is true of the Gospel of John. The difference of literary forms obviously has some role to play in this since the narrative, quasi-biographic, Gospel form does not easily lend itself to an analysis of the kind of church order it represents or promotes. 94 Admittedly the gospel form makes it difficult to formulate the precise structures of the Johannine community. Yet that difficulty should not lead one to affirm that the Fourth Gospel gives no evidence of ecclesiological insight, nor even that John represents a "low" ecclesiology in which ministerial office has not yet developed. Indeed contemporary scholarship, while principally attending to the development of the Johannine community, 95 seems to espouse a middle position 96 between those who would affirm that the Fourth Gospel is a patently ecclesiological text and those who would deny that it had any ecclesiological interest at all. 97 It is, of course true, that the Fourth Gospel does not make use of the term ekklësia. In this respect John does not stand alone among the canonical gospels., since the term is also absent from Mark and Luke. However the Fourth Gospel does not employ the variety of equivalent notions elsewhere utilized within the New Testament tradition to designate the church such as people of God, the saints, the saints of the assembly, the sons of the kingdom, the chosen, the called, Israel, heirs, body of Christ, etc. 98 Nonetheless the Gospel of John must be recognized as having its own ecclesiological terminology. The "we" of the Fourth Gospel 99 represents a welldefined group which is elsewhere qualified by characteristic and significant terminology. John Bogart has suggested that the philoi ("friends") of John 15:13-15 represents a self-designation of the early church. 100 Indeed the love commandment of apostolic foundation in the commonly understood sense of that term. The founder of the Johannine community was the Beloved Disciple 107 whom the Gospel places among the disciples and eye-witnesses of Jesus even if, seemingly, he was not one of the Twelve.
To speak of the Johannine community is also to speak of a charismatic community. As D. Bruce Woll has indicated the matter of authority, rank, and succession has been addressed in the first farewell discourse. 108 Discourse on the Paraclete serves to focus on the Spirit as the source and guarantor of authentic ministry within the Church. Indeed the preeminence given to the Spirit is significant in explaining the Fourth Gospel's apparent lack of interest in explicit sacramental ritual. While the discussion of the Johannine sacramentary which characterized a fair segment of Johannine scholarship in the 1960s has receded far into the background of scholarly interest, it is commonly accepted that the evangelist was far more interested in the significance of the sacramental rites than he was in the ritual itself. 109 Thus the discourse with Nicodemus (John 3: 1-15) highlights rebirth from above, being born of the Spirit, over and against rebirth through a water ritual. Similarly, even though there are manifest eucharistie traits in the Johannine description of the feeding of the five thousand (John 6: 1-14) it is clearly the meaning of the feeding that is important, as the two part discourse on the bread of life in the synagogue of Capharnaum (John 6: 25-59) makes exceptionally clear.
ACTS
Yet another vision of church is provided by Luke in the Acts of the Apostles, the New Testament writing to which previous generations of scholars had too rapid recourse as they attempted to comment upon the church in the New Testament era. When one looks to the Acts for a glimpse at the local church, one should bear in mind that "Luke elaborates no doctrine of Church -only once (9:31) does the word ekklêsia have a meaning beyond 'local congregation' and it then simply covers the Church in Judea, Galilee and Samaria. We have once again to fall back upon scattered clues in the historical narrative." 110 To speak of Luke's text as an "historical narrative" is to urge caution on the part of the reader of Acts since Luke is a theologian as much as he is an historian. Indeed he offers his theological reflection in the guise of history. This is especially true when we consider the three summaries " * in which Luke portrays the religious and social life of the first Christian community in Jerusalem, i.e., Acts 2:42-27; 4: 32-35 ; 5: 12-16.
While literary analysis requires the commentator to distinguish between tradition and redaction in his (or her) study of each of these units of material, hermeneutics requires that one consider these three summaries, taken together, to provide an ideal image of what it means to be church together, what it means for the church to be koinônia.
in The key to understanding this image is the dialectic between charism and ministry, between the gift of the spirit and life in community. In this respect, Lucien Legrand has noted that Luke has connected the story of a charismatic outpouring on the church with the spread of the word of God and the koinônia, expressed in the sharing of goods. 113 The first of the Lukan ecclesial summaries, Acts 2:42-47, focuses on the community's religious and cultic life. 114 Four characteristics of the community's life emerge from Luke's portrayal. 115 First, there is the apostles teaching (hë didachë ton apostolôn), both in the sense of fidelity to the apostolic tradition and in the sense of the proclamation of that tradition. A second characteristic of the church is its koinônia, its communal life expressed in the sharing of goods. A third characteristic of this community is "the breaking of the bread" (hê klasis tou artou). In context the expression designates something other than an ordinary meal, most probably the Christian eucharist. Finally, this idealized community is portrayed as a community at prayer, as a community which prayerfully invokes the name of God. In fact, these four characteristics are listed by Luke in 2:42, then graphically expanded in vv. 43-47 and encompassed by two reflections which provide the Lukan appreciation of the reaction to the witness provided by the church.
Luke likewise adds (vv. 36-47) a description of the reaction to the witness of the church to his second summary. This summary (Acts 4:32-35) centers on the communal and social life of the church. The summary is manifestly Lukan, reflecting not only the Lukan concern for and solidarity with the poor, but also the central role of the apostles in the life of the early church. Moreover the summary seems to represent an amalgam of biblical imagery and Hellenistic terminology. Given the literary form of the passage, i.e. as a summary, the pericope hardly represents a radical communism as the de facto way of life of the church of Jerusalem. Rather it portrays the life of charity and solidarity with the poor as a vital expression of acceptance of the kerygma that the Lord is risen.
The final ecclesial summary (Acts 5: 12-16) found in the first part of Acts 116 highlights the important role played by the apostles, especially by Peter. This is illustrated by the honor paid to the apostles and exemplified by the miracles {sëmeia kai terata) which they performed. These miracles manifestly characterize the twelve as charismatic figures. Once again Luke highlights the impression that the churchin this instance, through its foundational element -had made : "more than ever believers were added to the Lord" (v. 14).
These three summaries must be taken together. They present us with a summarized, generalized, and idealized profile of the early church at Jerusalem. This idealized church is, in Luke's vision, not only the mother church. It is also the model church, the paradigm for all local churches. It is a church founded on the charismatic teaching and miraculous activity of the apostles. It is an assembly that comes together in prayer and eucharist because it has accepted the kerygmatic announcement of the Lord's death and resurrection with a committment to the communal life. This church is a koinônia, the Lord's community in which he remains until the times are fulfilled.
Luke's koinônia is an ideal. If we are not only challenged but somewhat frustrated by the realization that the local churches of our times do not correspond to that ideal, we have only to realize that it has ever been thus. Neither the Pauline community at Corinth nor the community under the hegemony of the Beloved Disciple corresponded to the Lukan ideal. Yet Paul and the Johannine author have also given us a glimpse of local churches during the New Testament times. These too are part of our tradition and normative for ecclesial existence.
116. Acts 2: 1-8:30.
